
practico alu plus

Perfectly suited for care.

This bed for every need combines technology and cosiness.



The up-to-date low nursing care bed

Sophisticated technology and the perfect look: 
the telescopic side rail for standard and special 
lengths

NEW! Developed by bock!

// Height adjustable from 25 − 80 cm

// Ergonomic backrest to support a physiological sitting position

// Side rails that automatically extend

// Genuine, tool-free bed extension 
 without any need to replace parts accomplished in an instant

// Cosiness and technology perfectly combined



The ergonomic lying surface supports a physiological 

sitting position, as the body bends at the hip joint when 

the torso is elevated. The generous support surface on the 

back increases the sense of security residents experience 

and their field of visual perception. 

Caregivers also enjoy more ergonomic working positions 

and have an easier time mobilising residents. 

The practico alu plus is a bed for every need that 

combines technology and cosiness. It can be extended 

without any tools to 220 cm, ensuring a custom fit for 

residents. A genuine, fully ergonomic extension of the lying 

surface is accomplished in an instant. What’s more, the 

telescopic side rail extends automatically with the lying 

surface. Technically engineered down to the last detail 

with uncompromising comfort.

Invigorating innovations: perfect for professional care

Save time and money:
Extend the practico alu plus by 20 cm in no time at all. The high-quality side rails extend 
automatically − all without any need to replace parts or use any tools, of course.



A bed for every need: practico alu plus

// Made from high-quality aluminium

// Individual motors for top reliability

// Intelligent LED lighting system

// Many different designs and configurations

// Hand control with disabling function

Intelligent LED lighting system:
The LED technology in the reading lamp and under- 
bed lighting is integrated into the bed’s electronics 
and can be operated using the hand control. That 
makes it easy to use and provides reliable orien-
tation for the patients − all without an additional 
mains connection!

Design and functionality in perfect harmony:
The stable wheel covering boasts an elegant   
design and sophisticated construction with a 
central braking system for safely and securely      
locking all four double castors at the same time.

Elegant, contemporary design:
The practico alu plus offers different end panels 
to choose from, including elegant wood/alumi-
nium combinations and all-wood panels. Each 
end panel is available with bed linen storage and 
bumpers.

Pressure-relieving, economical and hygienic:
The flexible ripolux® lying surface system can be 
adjusted to meet the personal needs of patients 
without any tools and creates lying surfaces that 
relieve pressure while providing ideal venti-
la tion and a long service life. Perfect for large and 
small, heavy and light patients.



Custom interior planning

Interior design solutions from bock offer a wide range of 

options in terms of style, variety, custom-made models, 

additional functions and optional aids.

Our team never stops working on sophisticated solutions 

to make everyday patient care easier for you in a targeted 

manner. That is why we engage in dialogue with professio-

nal teams of caregivers − and take feedback seriously!

The result? Quality, functionality, comfort and open 

systems that provide you with the perfect set-up today and 

ensure you enjoy all of the options in future as well.    

No matter whether you want to upgrade or retrofit, 

exchange front panels or change colours!



 Hermann Bock GmbH 
Nickelstraße 12 
33415 Verl
Germany

 Phone: +49 5246 9205-0 
Fax: +49 5246 9205-25
E-Mail: info@bock.net 
Internet: www.bock.net

Would you like more information?  
More information about the practico alu plus is conveniently   
available  online. Simply scan the QR code shown and you will be  
directed automatically to our website.
Or perhaps would you like to receive expert advice directly?  
Then simply contact us by phone or email. Our dedicated team would 
be happy to advise you in a personal conversation!
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